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Agenda
˃ Welcome, administration and safety moment

˃ General business

˃ Operations

˃ Solid Waste Derived Fuels: Next steps toward the future

˃ Environment

˃ Other Planning matters

˃ Next meeting



Welcome, administration and ‘safety moment’
˃ Welcome and re-introductions

˃ Guest: Dr Eric Savage, President, Berrima Residents Association

˃ Safety moment

˃ Previous meeting of the Community Liaison Group
˃ 5 December 2019

˃ Note: Presentations and meeting notes from previous meetings are also available from the 

Cement Works website – www.boral.com.au/berrimacement

˃ Action items
˃ 1. Feedback from Community/Council representatives on draft ToRs - DISCUSSION.

˃ 2. Solar panel cleaning advice: communications and research - public communications 

COMPLETE. Research and report back ONGOING.

˃ 3. Investigation into mid-morning ‘tailgate noise’ – UPDATE.

˃ 4. Raise observance of trailer depositing refuse with SWDF suppliers – COMPLETE.

˃ 5. Issue further information request to support habitat corridor proposal – COMPLETE. 

DISCUSSION THIS MEETING.

˃ Other matters arising?

˃ Apologies for this meeting

http://www.boral.com.au/berrimacement
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Berrima Residents Association matters
˃ Remembrance Driveway Memorial Grove 

˃ Dr Eric Savage, President, Berrima Residents Association

˃ Signing of Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with NSW Remembrance Driveway 

Council.

˃ Next steps with project: items on Boral land.

˃ Habitat corridor proposal
˃ Clive West

˃ Supporting research and progress, next steps and needed input from Boral. 

˃ Sorensen Gardens
˃ Update from Boral on use of recommendations arising from Australian Garden Heritage 

Society paper and discussions.  

˃ Any other general business matters?
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Operations update

˃ As in every other aspect of life during 2020, this has been a very challenging year at 

Boral.
˃ Although no Boral operational assets in NSW were affected, the Summer bushfires impacted 

many of our customers and therefore our forward workflow.

˃ Ahead of COVID, our organisational financial position was not great. Yet another ‘right sizing’ of 

our businesses was undertaken, leading to many redundancies. 

˃ We were fortunate to be classified as part of an ‘essential industry’ when the lockdown period 

began, so operations have continued in some form throughout COVID.

˃ We’ve adopted appropriate measures in line with Government advice to keep things running.

˃ At the start of July, we gained a new CEO, Zlatko Todorcevski, replacing Mike Kane. Zlatko will be 
presenting his vision for Boral’s future during October.



Operations update

˃ Production: 830 000 tonnes produced across 2020 to date.
˃ Three week inventory stop during June due to COVID impacts on market demand.

˃ Safety: Site has passed 600 days Lost Time Injury (LTI) free.
˃ No serious harm incidents involving site personnel.

˃ During major planned kiln overhaul, safely controlled a peak of around 350 personnel on site.

˃ Stop For Safety barbecue during the overhaul supported by local Lions Club.



Operations update

˃ Plant and Equipment: New HME water cart now commissioned and operating at site.
˃ 35000 litre capacity, significant assistance to site fugitive dust control.

˃ June-July 2019 ‘dust event’: Fine handed down by EPA around Christmas.
˃ Many learnings at site from incident and subsequent procedural improvements (TARP) generated.

˃ Appreciate subsequent proactive contact we’ve received from the community about dust.

˃ Nil major environmental issues since handing down of fine.

˃ Personnel: Regretful redundancies, however new opportunities developed.
˃ Newly arriving employees include new apprentices, while work placement opportunities have 

emerged for local young people.

˃ Wingecarribee bushfires: Boral people helping the community.
˃ A number of employees who are members of both NSW Fire and Rescue and the Rural Fire 

Service participated in the local and wider emergency over last Summer.
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Solid Waste Derived Fuels: A success story

˃ Since being adopted into the Berrima Cement production process during 2018, our 

SWDF energy fuel system has proven to be a great initiative.
˃ Current rate (FY20) of SWDF consumption = 26300 tonnes per year equivalent (20400t of wood 

waste-derived fuel (WWDF) and 5900t of refuse-derived fuel (RDF)).

˃ WWDF and RDF made to specification from reusable waste diverted from landfills, helping to 

alleviate NSW urban waste management issues. 

˃ Reduction in coal consumption of 14800 tonnes achieved. 
˃ No detrimental effects upon product quality, production process has remained stable.



Solid Waste Derived Fuels: A success story

˃ The positives that the SWDF initiative has brought to Berrima and our production 

process have encouraged us to start looking at enhancing what we can do with it.

˃ Today, we’d like to provide insight about some of the things we are looking at.
˃ Installation of a chloride bypass.

˃ Increasing the permitted volume of SWDF to be used per year and related logistics.
˃ Introducing other SWDF types.



Chloride bypass

˃ As we’ve discussed previously, in order to use increasing amounts of SWDF in the 

kiln’s fuel system, we need to install a chloride bypass.
˃ Existing SWDFs contain small amounts of chlorine-related compounds which, at current 

consumption, can be addressed by the existing production system and mitigation measures.

˃ We’ve previously indicated the crossover point for the chloride bypass to be needed is 75000 

tonnes per annum equivalent.

˃ Increasing the amount of SWDFs used obviously also increases the amount of chlorides present.

˃ If not addressed, the additional chlorides can affect combustion efficiency and therefore heat 

consistency, in turn affecting product quality.

˃ Despite the need for the bypass, there’s no change to how the SWDF system operates now as a 
result of either increased SWDF use or the fitting of the bypass – same environmental limits.  



Chloride bypass

˃ In December 2019, the NSW Government announced the awarding of a grant to 

Boral to assist with the building of the bypass.
˃ Grant of almost $4.7 million to be allocated from the NSW Environment Trust’s Waste Less, 

Recycle More initiative, the second given to the SWDF program.

˃ We have just commenced preparing a planning application to modify the Cement Works’ consent, 
paving the way for construction in early 2021.  

New ducts, 

filter, fan and 

silo



Increasing SWDF consumption amount

˃ The planning consent granted for the SWDF system in 2016 permits the use of up to 

100 000 tonnes per annum equivalent of SWDFs in the kiln’s energy system.
˃ Amount is blended with coal.

˃ Original intake shed built for this capacity, extended during 2019.

˃ However, our consumption of material is so rapid that we believe we can utilise this 

amount of SWDF in a shorter period than 12 months.
˃ Suppliers have actually been challenged to keep pace in processing fuels for sending to Berrima.   



Increasing SWDF consumption amount

˃ Our potential solution? Seek to double the amount of SWDF intake permitted. 
˃ Considering submission of a planning modification to raise the permitted annual usage of SWDFs 

to 200 000 tonnes per annum equivalent.

˃ Resulting displacement of 110 000 tonnes of coal from process.

˃ Installation of the chloride bypass will assist with management of outputs from the increased amount.

˃ Existing environmental limitations remain in place – no need for alteration.

˃ Modification would be lodged with the NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment 

and run through the normal process including public notification.



Increasing SWDF: Logistics

˃ One of the things we need to consider is that if we are going to use more SWDFs, 

then more has to be brought to site.
˃ WWDF and RDF are both processed by suppliers in Western Sydney and brought to site via heavy 

vehicles.

˃ At present consumption rates, an average of one truck arrives at Berrima with loads of SWDF for 

every hour of the permitted delivery timeframes (Mon-Fri 6am-6pm, Sat 7am-1pm, Sun nil)

˃ These trucks blend in with the other heavy vehicles movements both from our site (which is a 24-7 
operation) and industrial operators to our east (eg Livestock Exchange).

SWDF delivery truck Cement tanker

Coal delivery truck Raw materials tipper / 

Truck-and-dog



Increasing SWDF: Current Logistics
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Increasing SWDF: Logistics under SWDF @ 200Kt
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Other SWDF types

˃ In introducing the SWDF concept to the community ahead of the gaining of planning 

approval, we shared the wide variety of materials which can act as an SWDF. 
˃ All shown here are in common use across Europe (where there are stricter air quality standards) 

and other Australian states.

˃ While we’re happy with our current WWDF and RDF and there has been no issue with their supply 

or performance, the economics of SWDFs means from time to time, we analyse the value of 

alternatives.

˃ Any serious consideration toward use of any other SWDF would need a planning modification 

(except for rubber tyre chips which are already approved).
˃ What’s your response?    



Summary: Why is the SWDF program valuable? 

Berrima Cement Works

Increasing energy costs = 

increasing production costs

Availability of cheap 

imported clinker

Competitors moving to 

‘grinding only’ model

Increasing waste volumes

Less landfill capacity

Re-usable materials 

going to landfill

Cyclical customer 

demand

Issues facing Berrima / industry

Issues facing NSW Government

Less consumption of coal

Lower production costs

Remain competitive in 

industry

Reduce waste to landfill

˃ Berrima Cement’s SWDF system does more than simply help Boral make cement 

and income. It’s important for other stakeholders as well, including the community.
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Air Quality Management 

˃ Recent stack monitoring.
˃ Stack testing undertaken during the 2019/20 reporting period was in compliance for all 

parameters.



Air Quality Management

˃ Dust Deposition trends from May 2017–July 2020: graph of historical results and 

gauge location map.



Air Quality Management

˃ Ambient Air Monitoring Program – HVAS.



Environmental overview
˃ The AEMR for our reporting period was submitted 

in late June 2020 and accepted by the DPIE in 

July 2020.

˃ The site’s OEMP and associated management 

plans were updated in June 2020 to reflect the 

modifications to consent during 2019 and 

changes to the EPL as a result of outcomes of the 

SWDF PoPT. The OEMP also accepted by DPIE.

˃ In November we are due to have an independent 

triennial audit of our operations.

˃ Our ‘real time’ monitor has been fully installed 

and is now working.
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Other Planning matters

˃ Isotainers
˃ Approval was obtained from the NSW Department of 

Planning, Industry and Environment to establish 

isotainer handling activities during April.

˃ The approval will greatly assist us in reducing our

reliance on road based deliveries from site.

˃ Construction of the handling facilities has begun with a 

concrete pad recently laid as the foundation.

˃ Water pipeline upgrade/replacement
˃ The Cement Works’ need for water is supplied by a 

pipeline running between the site and the 

Wingecarribee River / Berrima Weir.

˃ The pipeline, built in the 1940s, requires repair and, in 

some places, replacement.

˃ Carrying out this work will also require approval from 

DPIE.

˃ We are also considering the concept of establishing a 

new water line from the former Medway Colliery to the 

Cement Works using the route of the old railway.
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Next meeting and close
˃ Next meetings

˃ Community Liaison Group – Dec 2020.

˃ ‘Whole of Community’ meeting – was to be held during Jul/Aug. COVID alternative is similar 

virtual session for late Oct 2020. DISCUSSION.

˃ Boral Berrima Cement contacts:

˃ Berrima Cement Works Reception
4860 2222

˃ Paul Jackson Stakeholder Relations Manager 

4677 2946 / 0401 894 097 / 

paul.jackson2@boral.com.au

˃ www.boral.com.au/berrimacement

˃ feedback@boral.com.au

˃ Like us on Facebook: @Boral Australia

mailto:paul.jackson2@boral.com.au
http://www.boral.com.au/berrimacement
mailto:feedback@boral.com.au
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